la loge
La Loge is seeking a curatorial & communications intern
Application deadline: 30 August 2017
Kluisstraat 86 rue de l’Ermitage
B-1050 Brussels
+32 (0)2 644 42 48
info@la-loge.be

About:
La Loge is a Brussels-based space dedicated to contemporary art,
architecture and theory that began its activities in 2012.Its aim is to
develop a high-quality program that plays a critical role in today’s
cultural conversations through specific and precise projects. Architects,
artists, curators and cultural agents are invited to develop propositions
in which they seek out the characteristic and the peculiar within their
practices. La Loge is a space where ideas, discussion and presentation
coexist. Public formats vary depending on the project; from exhibitions,
symposiums, screenings, lectures, and performances to events’ series.
La Loge’s identity is drawn from the architectural gem that houses it, as
well as from the commitment and concerns of its founders. La Loge values
engagement of thought and feels particularly interested in exploring
questions of space, habitat and use.The small-scale format of La Loge
contributes to a context where intimate and direct conversations with its
audience and the diversity of protagonists it invites can be initiated
and sustained.
Description:
The curatorial intern will work closely with the curatorial and
production coordinator of La Loge and will be involved in all aspects
of the development of upcoming exhibitions and events. He/she will
provide curatorial assistance for exhibitions and projects (production,
administration, and mediation). He/she will work on the different
communication materials of La Loge, set up management and press
strategies, but also assist in developing future funding and sponsoring
possibilities. The internship is the perfect opportunity for bachelor or
master students and young professionals to gain experience in the day-today activities of a small-scale non-profit organisation.
The internship will take place at La Loge (Kluisstraat 86 rue de
l’Ermitage, Brussels).
Please be aware this is an unpaid position.
Requirements:
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- Knowledge of English and ideally also French or Dutch
- Sound knowledge of basic software
- Excellent skills in written and verbal communication
- Excellent organisational skills
- The ability to manage time efficiently, and handle several projects
simultaneously
- The ideal candidate will be highly motivated. He/she will have great
interest for and a good understanding of contemporary art, architecture
and cultural debates at large
- Previous experience in a similar field is preferred but not required
- For legal & insurance reasons, candidates currently enrolled in an
academic program will be privileged.

Availability:
The internship requires a commitment of three days per week. During
exhibitions we expect availabilities from Thursday to Saturday, from
12:00 to 18:00, with occasional longer hours during events. During
installation and deinstallation periods we expect availabilities from
Wednesday to Friday, from 12:00 to 18:00. The internship starts 20
September 2017 and runs for a minimum period of three months.
To apply:
For applications, please send us a a short email stating your interest
and motivations for this position, along with your CV.
To: info@la-loge.be with ‘internship + your name’ in the subject field.
(Applications can be written in French, Dutch or English)

